Students Union leadership filled

by Cliff “Buzz” Winzrede

Student Union Director Bill McGrath unveiled yesterday the team of people he will be working with during the new Union year.

The appointees will assist him in providing a direction for the Student Union, beginning for the coming year.

This direction will be revealed later this week after a meeting Wednesday night of all the top people in the Union hierarchy. McGrath declared to comment on what possibly could come out of that meeting.

The appointments were announced by McGrath are:

- Tim Howald, associate director, legislative coordinator
- Kathy Eglet, assistant director, Milt Jones, associate director
- Tim Schaffer, comptroller

These people hold the very top management positions.

- Also, Steve Flavin, academic coordinator, Bill Neid, social commissioner, Jim Schneid, services commissioner and Bob Brinkman, cultural arts commissioner.

The Cultural Arts Commission will be reorganized, according to McGrath.

Howald said that his primary task will be to follow through on ideas that either McGrath or he come up with, but are too time-consuming for McGrath.

“I will also keep on top of the commissioners and their activities,” added Howald.

Another aspect of his concern would be to handle relationships with the Vice-President of Student Affairs, John Blantz or another administrator.

Howald also said that McGrath has already told him and he will share the duties at the top “almost equally.” thought McGrath will have the final say in any action.

Money said that the Social Commission will concentrate on many small free events while keeping the big money-making concerts. Three big spring concerts may be held next year, he said.

There will be TGIF parties “every so often” and an attempt will be made to organize impromptu afternoon concerts on nice days, added Money.

The Social Commission will also co-sponsor hall social activities.

by Bill Weber

The suspension of Donald Holbert, a junior pre-med student who was involved in the drug raids on campus, has been revoked by the Judicial Appeals Board Wednesday in a closed hearing.

He is now reinstated and on disciplinary probation.

Holbert was arrested by South Bend police last December with three other Notre Dame students - Donald Badger, John Brennan, and Mark Hannahan after an undercover narcotics investigation.

Charges against Holbert were dropped by the State's Attorney in January but he remained suspended from the University for the time he was arrested until Wednesday.

Judicial Coordinator Greg Putts said that the Board's rationale for the decision would be released in a few days. Holbert was reluctant to discuss the facts of the case and just said that he was glad the whole "mess" was over.

Of the other three students involved in the same "bust", only Mark Hannahan has been reinstated in the University. Badger's suspension was upheld while Brennan's appeal has not yet come before the Board.

HPC discusses roompick policy

by Bob Ilkey

In coming freshmen will be sorted into halls with open room or doubled up in existing rooms if there is a campus wide shortage, it was reported at last night's Hall President's Council meeting, by one hall president. HPC chairman Buzz Imhoff claimed that Fr. Chambers, chairman of student residences, and Fr. Chambers, “doesn’t seem to be very concerned about the situation, so I guess we shouldn’t either.” Fr. Chambers was unavailable for comment.

Imhoff also announced a two day leaders' conference to be held next week between the hall presidents and rectors, and administration representatives and outgoing hall presidents. The conference will be held Monday and Tuesday from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. in the Farley chapel next Wednesday and Thursday. The conference will concern room selection, hall fellows, freshman orientation and other topics.

A pamphlet describing the various An Pontiac activities will be distributed and methods of them will be explained. It was reported at last night’s Hall President’s Council meeting.

Imhoff also added that the SA is planning on putting a report on the over crowding in the residence halls, and that the over crowing will cost each hall $30 to $15.

President HPC secretary Jim Holbert also announced he was going to place an ad in the Observer for applications. The position is voluntary and does not pay. He asked all those interested to call Bob.

The memo claimed that due to "snafu" in room picks, the hall had been forced to hold them over again last night.
New US air offensive begun

SAIGON (UPI) - U.S. war planes dropped more than 500 tons of bombs Monday on North Vietnamese forces besieging Fire Base 6 on South Vietnam's Central Highlands.

The biggest conventional bomb in the U.S. arsenal - the 7-ton "Daisy Cutter" - was used for the first time against North Vietnamese units which have been trying to take the hilltop outpost for almost two weeks.

Plunges of 320 Stratofortresses also winged over Fire Base 6, dropping their 3,000-pound cargos of 500 pound, 750 pound and 1,000 pound bombs in 23 sorties around the outpost.

The "Daisy Cutter" has been used before in the Indochina fighting but not as a tactical weapon against troop concentration.

The big bomb has been used extensively as a destroyer of jingle foliage to create "instant" landing zones for helicopters carrying Allied troops into battle in remote areas.

There was no immediate assessment of the "Daisy Cutter" damage around Fire Base 6 Monday, but military sources said the explosive power of the bomb was demonstrated during Vietnamization is the Nixon Administration plan for U.S. disengagement from Indochina.

UPI TELEPHOTO

Up一直到罗伯特 B. Sullivan said spokesman in the field told him as many as 10,000 Communist troops had moved into the Fire Base 6 area as part of a local Hanoi offensive to prove that the South Vietnamese campaign in Laos had failed to break the back of North Viet-

nation's war machine.

Saigon communiques Monday reported 2,624 Communists killed in the Fire Base 6 area in the past 12 days. South Vietnamese losses were placed at 172 killed and 292 wounded.

Collection for Viet-

aid center tonight

Monies for the medical aid center in Quang Ngai, South Vietnam will be collected in the dining halls tonight. The 600 students who agreed to abstain from luxuries can contribute their savings at the dining halls. Students who did not sign up as participants in the Refugee Aid Program are, of course, welcome to contribute.

The

ND-SMC Social

Commission Needs

People and ideas for:
dancing, music, fun, movies, concerts, food, frisbees, grass, dunes, football, gambling, posters, money, places, wine, parties, pranks, kites, hunting, truckin', circuses, and just getting people together.

Application being accepted for:
- Ast. Commissioner Business Management Special Projects (freaky stuff)
- Concert Chairman
- Homecoming Chairman
- Mardi Gras Chairman
- Promotions
- Ticket Manager

Stop in the Student Union Office 4th Floor LaFortune any weekday afternoon for job application and description.
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With Max Shulman

The Preening of America

Recent polls taken on American campuses by Time and Newsweek have revealed unexpected, and most welcome, results. Both magazines found that today's undergraduates, far from bolting with revolutionary fervor, are just as torpid as everyone else.

Joyous tidings, of course, but I must say that I was never more sure. Sure, life-styles are a little different on campus these days; nevertheless, I've always felt that down deep this generation clings to the same solid values that sustained all their predecessors.

In my own college days, for example, the most popular aid to solubility on campus was precisely what it is today: Miller High Life Beer. And, mind you, my college days were a good long time ago. I got my B.A. way back in 1928, my alma mater, incidentally, was a school I'm sure you all know—the Wyoming College of Belles Lettres and Commercial Baking, from whence, as you are undoubtedly aware, came a veritable host of graduates who later achieved stardom in the commercial world. (By the way, the most popular ingredient of our campus brew was caraway seeds; Irving T. Whitsun who invented the toothpick, had stayed in business but, alas, it was killed by mold in 1921.)

But appearances are only appearances, as I discovered when I came a veritable host of graduates who later achieved stardom in the world of the South Bend-The Shieland Building 132 South Michigan Street.

The House of Vision

The House of Vision, Inc.

House of Vision

OBSErVER news staff

general meeting Wed. April 14
6:30
all reporters please attend
Responsibilities defined

Vice-presidents assess their roles

by Kevin McGill

This is the first of a two part insight designed to acquaint you readers with the responsibilities of the six vice-presidents of the University. It also describes the efforts they make to keep abreast of both student life and the events effecting the University in the off-campus community. Today’s insight focuses on the Rev. Thomas E. Blantz, vice president for student affairs; James W. Frick, vice president for public relations and development and Philip J. Facenda, vice president and general counsel.

The Rev. Thomas E. Blantz, T.C.S., vice president for student affairs, says that his office is concerned with “all student life except academics.” He is the man who listens to the monetary problems of the Skeet and Trap Club and who arranges for extra security when a group is playing in Stayer Center.

Fr. Blantz’s office is in LaFortune and much of his day is occupied meeting Student Union representatives or people from Observer Insight.

Observer Insight other student activities who wish to discuss plans for next year or budgetary concerns. “Unlike the other vice-presidents we are not bothered by interruptions,” said Fr. Blantz. “We have a service office and part of my and my assistant Fr. Shilts’ job is to be available here as much as possible and to be of assistance. We try to make student life a little better, a little more pleasant.”

Budgets for student activities, the band, and certain lectures and films is under Fr. Blantz’s jurisdiction. While the student government handles most of its own financial arrangements itself, he counsels all of their checks and contracts as “permanent university documents.”

The dean of students, the infirmary, the campus ministry, student housing and psychological services all report to Fr. Blantz. Much of his work is administrative, trying to coordinate these departments. Most of this work is done in the evening when he is not busy with students and faculty members who come to him, some with appointments and some unannounced.

Fr. Blantz corresponds with various departments and the administration in the evening. He also writes recommendations for students and answers queries from other universities about matters such as Notre Dame’s policy about alcohol on campus. With coeducation now becoming a reality, he has “an awful lot of meetings and conferences with the other side of the road.”

Fr. Blantz is an elected member of the Board of Trustees where he represents the students, and a member of the Student Life Council, where he represents the administration, action as a go-between for the administration and the students. He is also on the Student Union Board of Directors, the Faculty Board for the Control of Athletics, the Campus Ministry Committee, and the Academic Council.

Understanding and Support James W. Frick is the vice president for public relations and development. His job is to “generate understanding of and support for the University.” According to Frick private institutions will succeed in the future only on the basis of their ability to put, support together, and very often understanding leads to support.”

In the University’s “very busy auxiliary operations and endeavours,” Notre Dame’s support comes from the gifts of alumni, parents, foundations, corporations and the University. Frick’s office is directly responsible for the total public relations of the University. All publications end and scholarly works, go through the office. For instance, a brochure on the College of Business Administration.

The University’s primary external contact with the public is through two publications. Annuaries magazine, besides presenting news of the University, presents the excellences of all the faculties of the University in a letters section. “Insight” focuses on the R. W. Knott Center, the University, and the Academic Program. Also, there are no booklets for the General Program because there are too few students taking GP courses as electives.

Giffmra, along with his Associate Commissioners, Dave Hoppé and Tom Long has been working on this project since he took office. “A lot of the work has already done for us by the various departments. They have the material, all that was needed was for it to be published.”

The four other departments have their course outlines ready for distribution. Philosophy - 300 copies, more will be printed as needed; Music - 300 copies; Theology - 300 copies; English, Sociology, Anthropology, Psychology and History have all “ample amounts.”

The Student Government has nothing available because there are no elections open to those in The Committee for Academic Progress. Also, there are no booklets for the General Program because there are too few students taking GP courses as electives.

Giffmra said, “Without the help of Dave Hoppé, Tom Long, Dean Drey T. Blunt and in various faculty members, especially Dr. Bernard Nolting in History, we would not have been able to do it.”

He also urged that those students interested in courses by request begin thinking about it seriously. Fifteen students and a professor are the pre-requisites for starting a course not presently offered by the University.

Come Spring......

And a young man’s fancy turns to thoughts of all the good things at

EDDIE’S RESTAURANT

1345 No. Ironwood Dr

10% reduction on all menu items for college and university students.

Complimentary split (small bottle per couple) of any wine

on our magnificent wine list for those of age.
Clear and Present Danger to the University

The first chapter of the great Drug Bust has apparently come to a close. Don Holbert, one of the four who was suspended by the Dean of Students whom the civil charges against them were dropped, was finally told that he would be allowed to continue at Notre Dame. No doubt Holbert is grateful to the board for rescuing him from the Selective Service hanging over his head. The length of time the process took and the very reason that the process was initiated point out a fact that is rapidly becoming most disturbing—the most imminent, clearest and most present danger to the students is the Judicial Code. The present Judicial code was SLC’s third choice; the first two being rejected by Fr. Hesburgh and the Board of Trustees respectively. As former Student Body Vice-President Fred Dedrick’s letter (see right) makes clear, the power given to the Dean of Students, is powerful enough by itself to abrogate the entire judicial process.

The present Judicial code was the SLC’s third choice; the first two being rejected by Fr. Hesburgh and the Board of Trustees respectively. As former Student Body Vice-President Fred Dedrick’s letter (see right) makes clear, the power given to the Dean of Students, is powerful enough by itself to abrogate the entire judicial process.

accept a system in which there is no guarantee of student rights. The present code is a loose one, and the biggest losers under it are the students.

The first grave hazard of the present code is the apparently limitless loophole to initiate action given to the Dean of Students. Reihle exercised that leeway by suspending Badger and Holbert before they reached the appeals board, so that those two men were forced to prove their innocence. The obvious prejudicial manner in which this was done is a clear miscarriage of justice. The South then and there for several months. It is painfully obvious that the decision to suspend the student was a mistake from the start. The suspension still ha d time to appeal for injunction proceedings.

The second grave hazard the present code posseses is the arbitrariness of the Catch-22 charge under which Holbert was originally suspended. A “clear and present danger to the University” could be any number of things, including political radicalism. An unidentified court could amplify the political effects of any attempt to limit student dissent on campus. Or it could dispense punishment and abatement from the position of beneficent diet, as has apparently been done in the Holbert case.

The second hazard the present code posseses is the arbitrariness of the Catch-22 charge under which Holbert was originally suspended. A “clear and present danger to the University” could be any number of things, including political radicalism. An unidentified court could amplify the political effects of any attempt to limit student dissent on campus. Or it could dispense punishment and abatement from the position of beneficent diet, as has apparently been done in the Holbert case.

The present system cannot and should not last. The Dean of Students was overruled in two out of the three cases that have been heard. Holbert’s case, even more than the other two, was a clear miscarriage of justice. The South Bend Police, never noted for tolerance towards drug abuse, declined to even bring him to trial for lack of evidence. Yet Holbert languished in an uncertain state for several months. It is painfully obvious that the decision to suspend the three was an overreaction on the Administration’s part. The ugly fact is that such overreaction is sanctioned by law. That law can and should be modified by the near moribund SLC, before further transgressions, under the guise of legality, take place.
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Fred Dedrick

Informality

Sometimes a newspaper carries devastating weight. Tim McCurry’s suicide. Ours is by TV. Summa goes to the top. The suspension of the student...without a trial. I’ve seen him go. He was a friend, although we argued more often then we said hello. But I will save the apologies for other friends and other times when we can come together and remember him.

I can imagine that the University has finally decided that Our Lady is good enough for ladies. But then I suppose it was just a matter of time, and more time and more time.

This Summa campaign is wonderful. $54 million and sometimes we couldn’t get hot water in the halls.

Ah, but this last item was the one that drew me out of my comfortable chair. Perhaps I should just laugh and forget about it, chalk it up under that lengthening column of “things to be forgotten about ND.” But since it’s a Saturday night I’ll try to state my case and then go to bed.

You see it all began way back at a meeting of the SLC when it was decided that the Student Judicial Code was not working very well and should be revised and brought up to date. This was approximately in April of 1969. Beginning then and continuing until November a committee of six worked many long and frustrating hours. Eventually the final committee copy was finished and after much blood the SLC passed it with amendments and submitted it to Fr. Hesburgh. Now admit it the finished copy was long and probably a bit too complicated. It was a compromise between two lawyers, Mr. Facenda and Dean Pascho, two students, myself and Gary Marrero, and Prof. Norling and Fr. Rhode. Believe me it was no easy task.

Two months later Fr. Hesburgh had still not said whether it was approved or disapproved. They told me he was busy. Unfortunately he still had time to approve injunction proceedings.

After the Dow CIA demo and the following trial, everyone knew that the SLC would soon have to find out what Fr. Hesburgh’s answer would be. By February he told us...No. When we attempted to re-work the code, Fr. Burdchael came up with the wonderful idea that we should try to do away with some of the formalities that makes the judicial process slow and complicated. Everyone was relieved. Instead of going over again that long and cumbersome code we would simply write up a few pages of informal proceedings and rely on the goodness and fairness of people’s hearts.

I am not surprised to see the outcome. From the article in the Observer, the atmosphere was informal. The Administration alone decided what “imminent danger” was. The Administration alone obtained evidence during an informal conversation and the Administration decided what type of counsel was allowed. An amazing display of informality!!! And did you catch that informal penalty?!! Yes, Fr. Burdchael has done it again. And yet I can remember so vividly those meetings where he said that the rights of the student would be protected. I remember asking for a further definition of what an imminent threat to the University would entail. I remember hearing Fr. Rhode continually repeating that he always let the student know where he stood during those “informal” hearings in his office.

The tragedy is that I believed all that crap. I should have taken the advice of my draft board and assumed that everyone is insincere unless you can prove their sincerity through two interviews, copious letters, and an abridged life story.

Perhaps this specific situation is more complicated than I understand it to be. Nevertheless if the phrase “imminent danger” remains undefined, if students are denied the advice and representation by legal council and if the University hides behind the mask of informality in order to get rid of “understandable” then Notre Dame has returned to the Stone Age of student rights.

By the way is that “temporary” injunction still in effect?
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Over this afternoon, a letter arrived, from casio
nally, a letter arrives from one of
and the things we did together. Of
time past; the people, the places we
with distrust, suspicion and inflexibility.
Center managers being fired; people filled
with papers. There were all sorts of
level of those people and all else is put aside, for
they wound suspiciously akin to those a
In December, we thought we had come
to an agreement with the University, to
drop the case. Someone changed some minds, however, and we were forced to go to court. Brian McInerny was found guilty of using the pronoun "we." Fred Dedrich was found not for
swearing for
law and order at the golden dome

but being for law and order is like
being for motherhood; it's a lovely
notion but there's a big difference
between love and rape.

The days drift on, some better, some longer than others. Often thoughts turn to
times past, the people, the places we
and the things we did together. Of
time past; the people, the places we
old, old story.

It must be said, in all fairness, that Fr.
Briele is a symptom, not a cause. The
teacher I must respect once told me, "You
know, one of the criteria for making a man
of students is his expendability." This isn't a personal attack on the man; during some of our bitter struggles, we had occasion to meet in informal cir-
cumstances, in which he was always
pleasing. Fr. Briele wears different hats for business and pleasure; he's not an
ger. However, the business hat needs changing.

I don't know the full details of the trials that took place this year, so I won't at-
tempt to judge them. At the same time, they wound suspiciously akin to those a
number of us went through just one year
ago. You remember, Dow Chemical and the CIA? Hunters who refused to speak to
long-haired students,10 students suspended for obeying conscience and four
others sent to court? Four students and a
miniskirt man. You remember, it was in all the papers. There were all sorts of
statements and articles at the time, for us
it was a long, uncomfortable time. But
what did it mean?

In December, we thought we had come
to an agreement with the University, to
drop the case. Someone changed some minds, however, and we were forced to go to court. Brian McInerny was found guilty of using the pronoun "we." Fred Dedrich was found not for
swearing for

The crucifixion

An exhibit
by tom breitenbach
at the memorial library

Portrait of Linzy B. She caused me to
rediscover beautiful colors after a period
when my paintings were very somber, reflecting my depression.

Center panel of a triptych for Jim
Morrison of the Doors. Untitled. It depicts
a modern metropolis of the future at noon.
Morrison hopes to use it as a cover for an
album of poetry.
Ad warning issued

The Ombudsman's office is in the process of trying to sway those who are thinking of placing any offending advertisement or posting any offering for summer jobs but realize that this could land them in serious legal trouble before receiving information or considering the possibility of committing such a crime.

Ombudsman Paul Dziezak said an "investigation has shown that the individuals mentioned in the advertisement or posting great salaries or unpaid working conditions but only promise to send information or put your name on a list."

Dziezak said there is no legal guarantee that there are jobs available or the dowmeyropsychology will be a job for you. He called the "come-ons with questionable follow-through."

The recent ad for summer employment on yachts was received and investigated by Dziezak's office and declared as "unsuitable investment." He said that the ad is nothing better than an ad but his contacts with a California alumni and the Los Angeles police department have indicated that "operations of this kind are few jobs for those interested."

The Ombudsman's office could not be specific about the ad, which offered to send a list of names to yacht clubs throughout the United States, but was not listed in the Los Angeles Better Business Bureau files.

Dziezak said his office has not found any illegal operations advertised for Notre Dame students but re-emphasized the opinion that they are poor investments.

HUGE.

Roommate for summer to share unfurnished 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment located at 7621 Germantown Ave., College students with car needed to send information photo and movie equipment guaranteed $100 a week. Call Bob. Tel 385-2046 evenings 5-9. Call technical sales office 385-9000 appointment.

TRAVEL
Cruise to Bahamas Islands for Easter Vacation: $100 for four days includes dinner and rooms at the Nassau Marriott Hotel. Ages 15-18. For more information call Vic Horrall P.O. Box 8952, Miami Beach, Florida 33104.

Spread the word in EUROPE. Charter jets to London, Amsterdam and Paris. More than 45 days available. INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ACADEMIC SOCIETY. Also eligible for many other countries (Brazil, Japan, Israel, etc.) For information call 298-5421. UCLA

Want to take a trip to EUROPE this summer? Fly on a jet chartered by the NATIONAL UNION OF STUDENTS and SAVES! Agency 46 airlines available for round trip between London and New York for $395. From London connect to any of 50 European cities in discount fares. For example: London Paris: $12.00. London Amsterdam: $9.50. London Zurich: $15.00. Zurich Rome: $39.00. Many other country flights. Travel agents, hotel discounts, etc. Also available. For further information call Tom 298-5421. UCLA

The Ombudsman's office could be called upon to investigate and refer to one of those firms. If, for instance, a dispute should arise between the architect and the contractor working on a University building, he would refer it to one of those firms.

Frisk is the president-elect of the American College Public Relations Association and serves on the board of the St. John Bank and Trust Company in addition to national and local positions. Every year he takes courses to keep in touch with what is happening in education. He is a Montgomery Hall Fellow which, he says, helps him "find out what students are thinking." Frisk has served as a consultant to many colleges and universities all over the world. He hopes that these many outside involvements "will broaden my vision and give me new perspectives so that I become the most efficient person for this office."

Frisk is also a member of the Academic Council and the Financial Executive Committee.

Detroit police and firemen remove the dead and injured from a six car crash which killed seven persons on the Ford Freeway on April 11. Nineteen more were injured. Police said the disaster occurred after an eastbound auto, travelling at a speed estimated at up to 100 miles an hour, hit the median curb, careened over the dividing rail and tumbled into the traffic.

TELEPHOTO

V-P's assess their roles

Frisk and Dr. and General Counsel, Philip J. Faccenda, head both the professional legal functions and administrative functions. As the chief attorney of the university, his work is "cut and dried, very much like a lawyer's." He is consulted in all legal matters of the University, and offers advice and occasionally his time to student groups.

He has five law student assistants conduct much of his legal business through two South Bend law firms. If, for instance, a dispute should arise between the architect and the contractor working on a University building, he would refer it to one of those firms.

Faccenda said, "we work on problems before they are contested. We do the planning to that litigation does not occur."

His administrative work is to represent the University's interests as a corporate entity to the city, county and state governments and the major service institutions in South Bend.

He tries to keep informed of developments in the local legislature and to talk to many state representatives. He is a member of the American Bar Association and is a director of the Indiana Bar Association and the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.

Faccenda is the present secretary of the University Board of Trustees and is the head of the University system's legal branch services to being the secretary of a corporation. It is his job to schedule and call, in a legal manner, all the meetings of the Board of Trustees and to represent all the correspondence between the University and the board.

He is in almost weekly contact with the Board members by telephone and frequently communicates with them by mail. In fact, this week he is on the Board of Trustee's representative on the campus. Since he also schedules and attends most of the Board's committee meetings, he is able to communicate between the various committees.

Faccenda is on the Academic Council and the SLC. He is a Trustee of the University and on the board of directors of the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.

Faccenda is also the president of the Indiana University Foundation and is on the boards of directors of the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.

Faccenda is also the president of the Indiana University Foundation and is on the boards of directors of the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.

Faccenda is also the president of the Indiana University Foundation and is on the boards of directors of the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.

Faccenda is also the president of the Indiana University Foundation and is on the boards of directors of the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.

Faccenda is also the president of the Indiana University Foundation and is on the boards of directors of the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.

Faccenda is also the president of the Indiana University Foundation and is on the boards of directors of the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.

Faccenda is also the president of the Indiana University Foundation and is on the boards of directors of the South Bend Chamber of Commerce and Urban Coalition.
Thincleas second in Ohio

by E.J. Kinkopf
Observer Sports Writer

Junior Mike McMannon and Ellie Poliselli carried the Notre Dame Track team to a second place finish in a tri-meet with Miami of Ohio and Bowling Green last Saturday.

Between McMannon and Poliselli accounted for 21 of the 33 points, bringing home three first place honors and two second place.

McMannon, who specializes in every event that contains the word "jump," hooked two blue ribbons, winning the long jump with ease and 23'4" and 47'2" respectively.

Poliselli, the massive runner-up in the mile this season, could probably throw a medicine ball across the Potomac, captured the first place honor in the shot put with an effort of 4'4"1/2. Poliselli also placed second in the hammer throw, 125", and the discuss toss, 121'9".

The 440 yard relay team, which failed to place at the Kentucky meet, turned in a outstanding 42.6 seconds, good enough for a first place finish in the warm sunshine at Oxford, Ohio.

The mile relay quartet captured a second with a solid 3:22.9.

But McMannon and Poliselli were not the only ND tracksters to score in the individual events. Rick Valliselli took a second in the 100 yard dash, while Don Taggart tallied 15-8. Greg Mercer in the 880 brought Mike Yesh in from the Western Michigan bullpen. Yesh was able to retire the side without further damage.

Western Michigan had been held to just four hits over the first seven innings Saturday, but the Broncos broke loose in the eighth frame. Bruce Merrickowski led off the inning with a single. After two wild pitches and a walk, Yesh was on the mound. Joe Moe and Mark Pithman finished up the game for Notre Dame. Joe gave up three hits and a run in an inning and two-thirds while Pithman fanned one hitter, getting an outfield fly to center field.

Poliselli picked up the win for the Broncos, despite yielding 11 hits.

In Saturday's game, the Irish broke up a scoreless pitching duel between Notre Dame's Mike Ridella and the Broncos' Larry Kulasar with a pair of runs in the seventh inning. Kulasar, however, rapped four hits and took advantage of an outfield error to score three runs in the eighth for the victory.

The Irish runs came up out of the seventh. Hornan started the surge with a single and Roemer drew a walk, putting men on first and second. Tom McCallen then got a single ground ball that took a bad hop in the dirt, allowing a second baseman's shoulder to score. A single to center by Tim McComber brought the count to 3-5. Jim Robinson selected the base for Yesh, bringing Mike Yesh in from the right side. Yesh was able to retire the side without further damage.

The final scorecard could very easily have had the Notre Dame offense ranked first, but Rick Wohlhuter, who owns the 800, and Pat Holllerman, a 3 mile specialist, were able to run. Both were sidelined for their specialties.

The meet was another big one for Army cancelled for this Saturday, the team will light out for Columbus, Ohio to participate in the Ohio State Relays on Friday and Saturday of this weekend.
Applications for:
- TRANSPORTATION DIRECTOR
- STUDENT ORGANIZATION DIRECTOR
- OFF-CAMPUS MAIL DIRECTOR
- REFRIGERATOR SALES

ND-SMC Services Commission
People and ideas for: the telephone directory, movies, concessions, co-ops, European and other trips, the rider service, and other original ideas.

Student Billing Service
Before:
- That service is available right here, right now. Dorm residents may pick up their Student Billing Cards at the Indiana Bell Business Office. Talk it up.

During:
- Student Billing Service makes sense! There's no reason why you shouldn't enjoy the convenience of making long distance calls from your dorm room phone and receiving a monthly bill for your calls...and yours only!
- That service is available right here, right now. Dorm residents may pick up their Student Billing Cards at the Indiana Bell Business Office. Talk it up.

Student Union
Continued from page 1
He added that open-campus mail service will be revitalized for next fall and hopefully expanded to include St. Mary's with one mail delivery a day.

The placing of the used books and record co-ops at one spot in LaFortune last night, on the War and Foreign and foreign policy.

Jans said our involvement in Southeast Asia after World War II was no "reluctant dragons" necessitated by our belief that communism was monolithic and had to be stopped.

Lens said that the United States has "become the greatest imperialistic power in the history of the world" and our involvement in Indochina was a continuation of that policy.

Jans said that four presidents
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Police Conference planned

The Problems of Law Enforcement is the topic of a Police Conference in the Library Auditorium on Wednesday, April 14.


College of Business, and Charles Boone, Police Chief of Gary, Indiana.

Air fares upped

Continued from page 1

and a virtual standstill in the volume of ticket sales.

The Air Transport Association, a trade organization representing the major carriers, has reported that traffic increased by only 1 per cent last year in contrast to 1969's 10 per cent climb.

But CAB said board members John Joseph Minetti and Robert C. Murphy took issue with the industry's explanation for airline losses.

"We cannot emphasize too strongly that the carriers' salvation lies primarily in cutting costs, adjusting capacity to meet demands and getting paying passengers in a higher proportion to their seats, rather than these fare increases," they said.

CAC's Cinema '71 Presents

Jean-Luc Goddard's
ALPHAVILLE

8 pm Tuesday April 13
Engineering Auditorium
Admission $1.00 Patrons free